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Introduction
This is the day the Lord has made;
let us be glad and rejoice in it. Psalm 118:24

Words have power. They influence our thoughts, our emotions and
our actions. A talented novelist can make us laugh or cry. An investigative journalist reporting on injustices can make us angry. But
no words have more power than the Word of God. And no person
is more powerful than Jesus, the Word Made Flesh.
By gifting us with his word, God invites us every day to walk
with him, to seek him and to constantly better ourselves. In the
pages that follow, you will find inspiring, challenging and thoughtprovoking devotions to accompany you each day of the entire year.
By reflecting on God’s word, we can come to enjoy a greater
prayer life and deepen our relationship with God, creating a bond
that transcends language and logic. With 365 Devotions for Catholics, our Living Faith: Daily Catholic Devotions authors are hoping
that their everyday experiences—their joys, their sorrows, their
struggles—can help readers on their own journey with God. What
you will find here are some of the very best reflections that have
appeared in the pages of Living Faith over the last several years.
As Catholics, we count the 40 days of Lent in anticipation of
the joy of Easter, we count the 28 days of Advent and the number
7
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of shopping days until Christmas. Some count the days until their
retirement.
But in all of that “counting down,” let us take a few moments
daily, through these devotions, to remember that each day is a
gift. A day should not be something to simply count down or get
through. It is precious—every single day that we are granted life is
sacred. Every day, every hour, every minute, every second is a gift
from God.
Let this book serve as a tangible reminder that what we do with
our time really does matter—every day.
Enjoy the journey!
Terence Hegarty
Editor, Living Faith: Daily Catholic Devotions
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A Prayer of St. Paul
I kneel before the Father, from whom every family in heaven and
on earth is named, that he may grant you in accord with the riches
of his glory to be strengthened with power through his Spirit in
the inner self, and that Christ may dwell in your hearts through
faith; that you, rooted and grounded in love, may have strength
to comprehend with all the holy ones what is the breadth and
length and height and depth, and to know the love of Christ that
surpasses knowledge, so that you may be filled with all the fullness
of God…to him be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus to all
generations, forever and ever. Amen.
Ephesians 3:14-19, 21
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‘In Memory of Me’
I remember the deeds of the Lord. Psalm 77:12

If you’re looking for a life-changing biblical verse to grab on to,
here it is. Do this, and your life will surely be different.
To remember what God has done—his creating, his saving, his
sending the Spirit—is to view our life in the context of reality.
Only then can we see our way forward. If we forget what God has
done, we neglect reality; inevitably, we go astray.
How do we remember? Above all, we remember in the Mass.
Not simply a remembering of a past event, the Mass is the great
remembering in which Christ’s sacrifice again becomes present to
us. We remember that God has created us, that he has sent his Son
to us, that his Son has given his life for us and for all. But we each
need our own ways of remembering. For the psalmist, it is a matter
of meditating and pondering (Psalm 77:13).
What means will you or I use today to remember the deeds of
the Lord?
Kevin Perrotta

January 1
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Sharing the
Wealth Today
But God said to him, “You fool, this night your life will be demanded of you; and the things you have prepared, to whom
will they belong?” Luke 12:20

Who doesn’t sympathize with the man who wanted to hoard his
harvest to enjoy later? We’ve heard time and again of the need to
save for the future.
But God also calls us to live in the present. Thinking you’ll
volunteer every week at a homeless shelter once the kids are out of
the house? Volunteer an hour or two a month now. Thinking you’ll
spend an hour a day in prayer once you retire? Pray ten minutes on
the way to work or the grocery store today.
The plans we make for the future have a way of being turned on
their heads. Let’s resolve to share our gifts responsibly and as fully
as possible today rather than waiting for “someday.”
Lord, help me be present to your will today and every day.
Melanie Rigney
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Noticing Goodness
He must increase; I must decrease. John 3:30

This line of John the Baptist about Jesus can serve as powerful
spiritual direction for us in these times that are significantly challenging for many, whether with economic and employment crises
or with the other strains and losses of daily living. It is easy to be
overwhelmed with the difficulties, constantly working the problems, feeling the fear close in. “He must increase; I must decrease”
could be a mantra, as we deliberately focus in this moment on the
immediate presence of God’s saving love rather than turning our
attention in dread to the threat of what frightens us.
What helps me the most to do this is to try to notice any aspect
of goodness right here in this moment—anything beautiful or
peaceful or delicious or interesting or encouraging or kind. Noticing goodness makes my awareness of God’s presence increase and
my fear-gripped sense of self decrease.
Beloved God, please help me to live increasingly in trust, knowing
ever more deeply that you are right here with me now and always.
Patricia Livingston

January 3
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True Satisfaction
They all ate and were satisfied. Mark 6:42

We’re in the week of rude awakenings. Our lives are getting back
to normal after thanksgiving, Advent, Christmas and New Year’s.
Many of us spent too much money trying to fill emotional and
physical holes with family and friends. Now we’ve found the holes
are still there, along with new ones in our bank accounts. No matter how noble or selfless our intentions, excess in this world doesn’t
satisfy long-term.
The disciples despaired at the cost of feeding the crowd, saying
they’d need 200 days of wages. And yet, they learned that with
Christ, five loaves and two fish were more than sufficient.
As we work on resolutions to spend, eat and drink less, may we
also resolve to trust more in the Master’s love, which feeds and
satisfies like nothing else.
Lord, I praise your name. True satisfaction begins and ends with you.
Melanie Rigney
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When Enough
Is Enough
What profit is there for one to gain the whole world yet lose or
forfeit himself? Luke 9:25

It’s possible to accumulate so much of “the world” that you lose
your own “self.” We expend so much time, effort and psychic
energy trying to fortify our lives with the things of this world; we
would do well to be on guard that we don’t gain too much of this
stuff. We live in the world, of course, and everyone has a right to
food, clothing, shelter, education, rest and restful recreation, personal safety and so forth. But it’s possible to get to a point where
these things smother our deepest and truest selves.
So be careful that you don’t gain too much of a good thing. In
this new year, pray for the wisdom to recognize when enough
is enough. As long as there are people who don’t have anywhere
near enough, of course, there will always be opportunities to share
because nobody deserves too much of a good thing.
Lord Jesus, help me see when enough is enough.
Mitch Finley

January 5
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Being R eborn
Let your kindness comfort me,
according to your promise to your servants. Psalm 119:76

Being born occurs throughout our lives. We emerge from darkness
many times. Like that first trip through the birth canal, we never
make it on our own. We come from mothers and lots of others.
Self-creation is the myth; everyone needs a push and prayer to
reach the light. When we cannot see the way ahead, a word may
find us. Groans give way to gratitude. Compassion is real. The
unfolding of a life pauses at death and then moves onward.
Being here is the gift, but it’s not always apparent. We fall down.
Someone must be to blame, and perhaps it is God. We can dig
ourselves in deep before we remember to look up. Every pit opens
to the sky.
We wanted to have it all, and we failed. But it’s surprising how
well what is broken catches the light. God, bring me to life in the
spirit of compassion.
Jeanne Schuler
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Paying Homage
to God
On entering the house they saw the child with Mary his
mother. They prostrated themselves and did him homage.

Matthew 2:11

A cherished Christmas tradition in our family was my father’s
reading aloud to us Henry Van Dyke’s haunting story, The Other
Wise Man. I have never forgotten the message of that tale of the
fourth Magi, Artaban. He was to journey with the others, following the great star to pay homage to the King. On his way to meet
their caravan, he stops to care for a dying stranger by the road.
When he reaches the meeting place, they have left without him.
For thirty-three years he wanders, searching, feeling he has
failed. In all his travels, he finds people needing rescue, healing,
comfort, food, shelter. As he is dying, a tender voice assures him
that whatever he did for the least of these, he did for the One he
sought.
We, like Artaban, do not see the actual epiphany of the Divine.
But on all the pathways of our journey, we meet and do him homage in our moments of compassion: feeding the hungry, caring for
the sick, reading children stories that touch their hearts forever.
Patricia Livingston

January 7
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Words That Last
Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass
away. Mark 13:31

Spoken twenty centuries ago, the words of Jesus have not passed
away. They have been passed along from one generation to the
next, from one country to another. His words have instructed millions in the ways of holiness, inspired the discouraged and consoled those who have faced pains and sorrows. Jesus can offer the
eternal guarantee that his words will not pass away because he will
not pass away. His words are the good news that neither time can
diminish nor death destroy.
Some day earth and sky will disappear. The sun will make its last
delivery of heat and light. The remnants of our beautiful planet
will turn into stellar dust, but the words of the Lord will still exist. They promise life beyond comprehension, happiness beyond
imagination and eternal security in the great beyond.
We praise you, Lord, for your words give us spirit and life.
Fr. James McKarns
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Our Stream of
Life-Giving Water
Blessed is the man who trusts in the Lord...
He is like a tree planted beside the waters
that stretches out its roots to the stream. Jeremiah 17:7-8

On our provincial house property, we have a huge oak tree estimated to be 300 years old. It towers so far above the other trees
that you can’t even see its top. Its trunk is so massive it takes about
five adults with outstretched arms to encircle it. One secret to its
longevity and size is the stream that runs nearby. This incredible
tree has the good fortune of being rooted next to a generous supply
of water.
What about us? Do we stay close to our “spiritual water supply,”
that is, Scripture, the Eucharist, prayer, family, friends, nature and
our loving service of others? If so, thank God! If not, what draws
us away?
God, help me to stay rooted in you.
Sr. Melannie Svoboda, S.N.D.

January 9
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